REPORT / There are flaws
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Because of these factors and more, the mortality data isn’t a good measure of quality care. Calculating the mortality data to Harold Hayford, an instructor in mathematics at Penn State Altoona. Here’s his take, by

YOU DO THE MATH

•B. Vikings’ starting QB does not play and win

The probability of the Steelers not succeeding to the playoffs = 1-10/91 =

Associated probability of Colts’ loss based on odds: 1/4

The probability of the Steelers making the playoffs = 8/13 x 5/7 x 1/4 = 10/91

Associated odds: 8 to 5 for Colts’ win

Using Scenario A:

1. Pittsburgh vs. San Diego — Steelers favored by 3

This week’s games of importance:

2. New York vs. Baltimore — Baltimore favored by 6

3. Colts vs. Vikings — Scenarios:

•A. Daunte Culpepper plays and win the game; a six-point favorite is

1. Pittsburgh vs. San Diego — Steelers favored by 3

Based on those odds, Hayford believes that the Steelers have a good chance of

2. New York vs. Baltimore — Baltimore favored by 6

3. Colts vs. Vikings — Scenarios:

•A. Daunte Culpepper plays and win the game; a six-point favorite is

1. Pittsburgh vs. San Diego — Steelers favored by 3

The probability of the Steelers not succeeding to the playoffs = 1-10/91 =

Associated probability of Colts’ loss based on odds: 5/13

The probability of the Steelers making the playoffs = 8/13 x 5/7 x 1/4 = 10/91

Associated odds: 8 to 5 for Colts’ win

Using Scenario A:

1. Pittsburgh vs. San Diego — Steelers favored by 3

This week’s games of importance:

2. New York vs. Baltimore — Baltimore favored by 6

3. Colts vs. Vikings — Scenarios:

•A. Daunte Culpepper plays and win the game; a six-point favorite is